Plan:
- When and where will you share this Adventure?
- Will you watch a documentary in a theatre, or arrange to watch the film elsewhere?
- What is your budget for this Adventure?
- Where will you share your conversation after the documentary? What about refreshments?

Do:
- Watch an interesting documentary.

Review:
- Share some respectful and engaged conversation about what you watched. The nature of your review for this Adventure will largely depend on the film and its subject matter.

Safety note:
Everyone should be familiar with the nature of the documentary’s content. Movies, including documentaries, have the potential to include graphic or offensive material. As a Crew, agree on a movie that everyone is comfortable seeing.

Online Resources:
- Netflix
- Toronto International Film Festival
- Montreal Film Festival

The Adventure:
Watch a documentary as a Crew, and include some time after viewing to have a conversation about what you watched. To make the conversation worthwhile, take some time to read up on the documentary itself, its makers and the subject in general. Depending on your Crew’s overall response to the subject, a good documentary has the potential to inspire all kinds of great new Adventures, from rewarding service projects to challenging outdoor expeditions.